
Fork XL, suspension
design Diesel Creative Team

The Fork lampshade is inspired by casual fashion and by an informal, playful and dynamic lifestyle. Creating the
same effect as turning on a light inside a camping tent, the light inside the diffuser highlights its patchwork
structure as well as its fabric and visible, jeans-like stitching. The concept of Fork takes a range of forms in a
complete family of lamps for every environment and time of day. Hanging XL Fork has a fixed diffuser with a
large diameter which fits easily into any setting. Its satin effect polymethylmethacrylate screen filters a diffused,
anti-glare light downwards. The diffuser is ivory or grey in linen treated using a process which gives it a vintage
look.



Fork XL, suspension
technical info

Materials

Colours

Description
Suspension lamp with diffused and
direct/indirect light. The opaline PVC
polycarbonate diffuser is covered with pure
linen fabric, with a purposely uneven weft
and warp of the fabric achieved by hand.
The fabric is first dyed and then undergoes
anti-fray treatment; it is then cut into pieces
and tailored by hand using a sewing
machine with visible seams. Brass eyelets
with galvanised finish in gun barrel colour.
The frame is made of white powder-coated
steel. The lower diffuser, which screens the
light bulbs, is made of PMMA with satin
finish. Transparent electrical cable. Ceiling
flange with galvanized metal bracket and
white batch-dyed ABS cover.

: Dyed linen, satin PMMA and
varnished steel.

: gray, ivory

Brightness
diffused light

Fork XL Weight
net kg: 4,00
gross kg: 5,80

Packing
vol. m³: 0,196
n.boxes: 2

Bulbs
- Halogen 3x116W E27

- LED retrofit or fluo 3x25W E27

Certifications

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly istructions

download area

 

http://qr.foscarini.com/d33221EN
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Fork XL, suspension

Diesel Creative Team

In 2009, Foscarini signed a partnership agreement with Diesel as
part of the "Home Collection" home furnishings and lifestyle
project. This partnership has given Foscarini the opportunity to
make contact with a new target clientele and explore new lifestyles
and furnishing trends through a collection conceived by Diesel for
its own target group: "Diesel Living with Foscarini".

The Diesel Living with Foscarini collection speaks a range of
different languages - from rock to pop, industrial to vintage,
graphics to art - to illustrate the unmistakable Diesel lifestyle.
Ironic, transgressive, eclectic, incandescent, the collection is made
up of over 40 different lamp models. The collection is structured
into a range of forms, materials and intended uses, lending itself to
unexpected and unconventional settings, from domestic to public
environments, always with a strong personality. The materials
selected and researched for Foscarini, and perhaps even more so
in the Diesel Living with Foscarini collection, are of the utmost
importance. Materials which have never before been used in the
lighting industry are the collection’s added value.
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